
What Is the Most Popular Skid Steer Attachment?

If you’ve used skid steer attachments for your work in the past, you’re aware of how much easier they can make 
the job at hand. From picking up large quantities of materials at once to spreading dirt and digging holes, there’s 
no end to the applications these devices have. However, while all skid steer attachments are useful in their own 
right, one model stands out above the rest in terms of effectiveness and overall popularity. Here, we’ll discuss 
the most popular skid steer attachment, the log grapple, and what you need to know about it to maximize its 

performance in your own work.

What Is a Log Grapple Attachment?

Before we can go into deeper detail about this top-selling skid steer attachment, it’s vital that we first define 
exactly what it is. A log grapple attachment is a powerful, gripping maw that consists of lower and upper 
platforms of mechanical tines. When in operation, these claws open and close to grip large sections of tree 
trunks and other thick, heavy materials. Each tine on a log grapple has serrated edges that are great for locking 
into the bark so that the tree stays in place during transport. This way, workers can move even the largest of 
trees in a streamlined way, maximizing efficiency and minimizing potential injury in the process.

Top Applications for Log Grapples

Skid steer log grapple attachments are useful in several different industries. This versatility is a major part of 
what makes them so popular. No matter what overarching job there is to do, these attachments are a great 
addition to any task that may deal with working on or around trees. Let’s dive into a few examples.

Forestry
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Log grapples are a staple piece of equipment in the forestry and logging industries. Whether you’re managing a 
tree’s overgrowing limbs or felling it completely, these attachments make picking up and carrying large sections 
of trunk and branches a breeze. After removing the desired sections of a tree, simply use the log grapple’s large 
tines to clamp down on the debris and transport it to the truck for proper removal.

Demolition

Log grapple attachments also come in handy during demolition and land clearing jobs in the construction 
industry. After all, some building plots have trees where you’re planning to build, and removing them ensures 
adherence to proper codes as well as maximized site useability. So, much as you would do in forestry, you can 
cut a mature tree into sections and carry it off with this grapple piece by piece.

Storm Cleanup

If your area had large branches or full trees fall in the wake of the latest storm, log grapple attachments could 
help with this as well. These machines make quick work of removing large sections of bark and branch debris 
from a property. They can even help lift and reorient branches that may have fallen on other structures. This 
way, you can get everything out of the way quickly and focus on rebuilding.

The Benefits of Log Grapple Attachments

In addition to the different applications these attachments have, it’s also important to cover some core benefits 
they provide operators during jobs. It’s these advantages that set them apart from other types of equipment and 
solidify their spot as the most popular on the market.

Speed and Accuracy

Log grapples can quickly and accurately scoop up and move heavy timber, debris, and irregularly shaped loads. 
Regardless of whether you’re working on tree removal or just need large piles of debris raked up, these 
machines can get the job done fast.

Improved Job Site Efficiency

With faster and more accurate pickups comes improved overall efficiency on your job site. You’ll get through 
these tasks at a faster pace, leaving more time in the day to tackle others. In time, you may even find that 
projects that used to take you several days now take half the time.

Controllability and Power

Log grapple attachments also offer optimal control, allowing you to clamp down on piles as much as you need 
to and maintain maneuverability despite the weight. They are incredibly powerful, ensuring that you can lift 
large sections of tree trunks without issue.

Tips for Purchasing the Right Log Grapple
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One of the most important things to know about the most popular skid steer attachment is how to purchase the 
right one for your needs. Not all attachments are exactly the same. In fact, even the same attachment type can 
differ depending on its capabilities and manufacturer. These tips will help you pick the right one.

Look for Durability and Stability

Durability is the key to your attachment’s overall performance and general lifespan. As such, it’s something 
you’re going to want to pay extra attention to when shopping for the right log grapple. One way to do this is by 
inspecting the tines. You want longer tines designed for longevity and specialized serrated teeth for gripping 
materials and providing more stability.

Prioritize Product Strength

You also want to ask if the product consists of reinforced materials. Some manufacturers settle for standard-
grade steel for their machines. However, depending on your application, that might not be enough. Reinforced 
components maximize the log grapple’s overall strength, ensuring it can resist damage no matter what you 
throw at it.

Buy from the Right Manufacturer

Above all, you want to make sure that you buy your log grapple attachment from a reputable and quality 
equipment manufacturer. This is the best way to ensure that you’re getting a product that both caters to your 
specifications and is one you know you can rely on. McLaren goes the extra mile to produce strong and durable 
attachments for your application. Just like our many satisfied customers, you can see for yourself how dedicated 
we are to creating the highest-performing attachments on the market.

Log grapple attachments are a popular addition to every professional’s toolkit for a reason, and we at McLaren 
Industries strive to create the best products of the bunch. Our log grapples for skid steers surpass all others with 
their longer tines and longer-lasting base materials. So, you’ll get maximum performance as well as superior 
durability.

If you’re looking to learn more about these quality products or any of our others, you can contact us here. You 
can also give us a call at 800-836-0040, and our customer service representatives will be sure to answer your 
questions.
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